
Pencils

Jack, do you want a pencil?  

Jill has two pencils. They are new. 

She will give you one pencil. 

Here, take it. Now you can draw.
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Say-aloud words: 

make          

bake        

lake           

cake          

drink             

dress         

drop

draw              new            

few               

dew               

mew               

LEVEL - 3



Ravi  is my friend. He has a new bat.  

I have a ball.  Today is Sunday. 

We will call our friends. 

We will all play cricket.

cricket            play         end

crowd                

plate              sendcrane              

plastic               bendcrow             

please               friend

Say-aloud words: 
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Cricket

LEVEL - 3



There are two hats on the table.  

One is a big red hat.  The other hat is blue. 

It is a small blue hat.  Which is your hat? 

Please pick up your hat.

blue            smile pick

blade

smoke Ii                ckblack

small

smell

lockblood

sock

Say-aloud words: 
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 Two Hats

LEVEL - 3



Listen to the bell. It is ringing. Children, close your books.       

Put them in your bags. Come girls. Come boys. 

Let us clean the classroom.  Now it is time to  go  home.     

Clap, clap, clap.  

close cow

clock

go

h               owclap so

nowclimb no

b  -bow ow

Say-aloud words: 
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Clap, clap, clap

LEVEL - 3



I am made of paper.  

I am made of yellow and green paper. 

I have a long tail. I fly in the sky. 

Tell me.  Who am I ?   

I am a ………….  You can play with me.

andkite fly

sandb tei

write

cr             y

bands tei try

land sky

Say-aloud words: 
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Who am I ?

LEVEL - 3



I am Rahul. I am a boy. I have a dog. 

His name is Tommy. I play football.

But Tommy cannot play football. He is a good dog. 

He is waiting to go home with me.

boy game like

Roy

came mi                ketoy

same bikejoy

tame hike

Say-aloud words: 
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Rahul and his pet

LEVEL - 3



How are you Sheela? 

 

I am also fine. 

I walk to school. How do you come Sheela?

How old is your brother, Sheela? 

I am fine, thank you. How are you, Salma?

How do you come to school, Salma? 

I come with my brother on his cycle. 

He is 12. 

fine cold Sheela

m ni e

sold shipl ni e

gold shoe

shop

school

fool

cool

stool

sh ni e

Say-aloud words: 
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How are you?

LEVEL - 3



I am a girl. My name is Priya. I am two years old.  

I have a brother.  His name is Praveen. 

I like to  play with him.  I like to open his school bag. 

But that makes him angry. He wants to play with his friends.

Who will play with me?

brother Priya old

the

prince co              ldmother

print toldfather

pretty bold

Say-aloud words: 
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Priya and Praveen

LEVEL - 3
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